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Why looking for Dark Matter with W/Z?

• Typical search channel:

- mono-jet, 

- mono-photon

• mono-W small rate exp.

- same couplings up/down-type 
quarks

• W boson emission may become 
dominant

- opposite sign couplings

• Largest BR for hadronic decay
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Isospin Violating DM

• fn/fp  = ratio of  proton/neutron coupling

• For -0.72 < fn/fp < -0.66 the DAMA- and CoGeNT-favored regions 
overlap and the sensitivity of  XENON is sufficiently reduced to be 
consistent with these signals
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where fp,n are the couplings to protons and neutrons,
normalized by the choice of mass scaleM!, and F p,n

A (ER)
are the proton and neutron form factors for nucleus A.
F p
A(ER) and Fn

A(ER) are not identical. F p
A(ER) is

what has typically been measured, but Fn
A(ER) may also

be probed, for example, through neutrino and electron
parity-violating scattering o! nuclei [14]. However, since
the isospin violation from this e!ect is small compared to
the potentially large e!ects of varying fn/fp, we will set
both form factors equal to FA(ER). With this approxi-
mation, the event rate simplifies to R = !AIA, where
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and !A is the zero-momentum-transfer SI cross section
from particle physics, and IA depends on experimental,
astrophysical, and nuclear physics inputs. If fn = fp,
we recover the well-known relation R " A2. For IVDM,
however, the scattering amplitudes for protons and neu-
trons may interfere destructively, with complete destruc-
tive interference for fn/fp = !Z/(A! Z).
We assume that each detector either has only one el-

ement, or that the recoil spectrum allows one to distin-
guish one element as the dominant scatterer. But it is
crucial to include the possibility of multiple isotopes. The
event rate is then R =

"

i "i!Ai
IAi

, where the sum is
over isotopes Ai with fractional number abundance "i.
IVDM and current data. It will be convenient

to define two nucleon cross sections. The first is !p =
µ2
pf

2
p/M

4
!
, the X-proton cross section. In terms of !p,
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The second is !Z
N , the typically-derived X-nucleon cross

section from scattering o! nuclei with atomic number
Z, assuming isospin conservation and the isotope abun-
dances found in nature. With the simplification that the
IAi

vary only mildly for di!erent i, we find

!p

!Z
N

=

"

i "iµ
2
Ai
A2

i
"

i "iµ
2
Ai
[Z + (Ai ! Z)fn/fp]2
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If one isotope dominates, the well-known result, FZ =
[Z/A+ (1! Z/A)fn/fp]"2, is obtained.
In Fig. 1 we show regions in the (mX ,!Z

N ) plane and
the (mX ,!p) plane for fn/fp = !0.7 that are favored and
excluded by current bounds. These include the DAMA
3! favored region [15, 16], assuming no channeling [17]
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FIG. 1. Favored regions and exclusion contours in the
(mX ,!Z

N ) plane (top), and in the (mX ,!p) plane for IVDM
with fn/fp = !0.7 (bottom).

and that the signal arises entirely from Na scattering; the
CoGeNT 90% CL favored region [2]; 90% CL exclusion
contours from XENON100 [3] and XENON10 [4]; and
90% CL bounds from CDMS Ge and Si [5, 6]. The isotope
abundances are given in Tables I and II.

There are controversies regarding the exclusion con-
tours for xenon-based detectors at low mass [18]. The
energy dependence of the scintillation e"ciency at low
energies is uncertain, and there are questions about the
assumption of Poisson fluctuations in the expected pho-
toelectron count for light dark matter. We have also not
accounted for uncertainties in the associated quenching
factors for Na, Ge and Si [19]. These issues can enlarge
some of the signal regions or alter some of the exclusion
curves of Fig. 1. We have also not adjusted the favored
regions and bounds to account for di!erences in the dark
matter velocity distributions adopted by the various anal-
yses, which would slightly shift the contours.

Remarkably, for !0.72 <$ fn/fp <$ !0.66, the DAMA-
and CoGeNT-favored regions overlap and the sensitivity
of XENON is su"ciently reduced to be consistent with
these signals, since this choice of fn/fp leads to nearly
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FIG. 1. Favored regions and exclusion contours in the
(mX ,!Z

N ) plane (top), and in the (mX ,!p) plane for IVDM
with fn/fp = !0.7 (bottom).

and that the signal arises entirely from Na scattering; the
CoGeNT 90% CL favored region [2]; 90% CL exclusion
contours from XENON100 [3] and XENON10 [4]; and
90% CL bounds from CDMS Ge and Si [5, 6]. The isotope
abundances are given in Tables I and II.

There are controversies regarding the exclusion con-
tours for xenon-based detectors at low mass [18]. The
energy dependence of the scintillation e"ciency at low
energies is uncertain, and there are questions about the
assumption of Poisson fluctuations in the expected pho-
toelectron count for light dark matter. We have also not
accounted for uncertainties in the associated quenching
factors for Na, Ge and Si [19]. These issues can enlarge
some of the signal regions or alter some of the exclusion
curves of Fig. 1. We have also not adjusted the favored
regions and bounds to account for di!erences in the dark
matter velocity distributions adopted by the various anal-
yses, which would slightly shift the contours.

Remarkably, for !0.72 <$ fn/fp <$ !0.66, the DAMA-
and CoGeNT-favored regions overlap and the sensitivity
of XENON is su"ciently reduced to be consistent with
these signals, since this choice of fn/fp leads to nearly

fn/fp
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Dataset
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2011/12 Design
Energy 7 /8TeV 14 TeV

Bunch Spacing 50ns 25ns
Luminosity 3.6/8x1033 

cm-2s-1
1034 cm-2s-1

Pile-Up ~20/40 ~25

20.3fb-1

Analysis uses full 2012 ATLAS data set (20.3fb-1)
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Wimp Signal

• Using Effective Field Theory 

• C1, D1 (scalar), D5 (destructive), D52 (vector) (constructive, 
mono-W only) and D9 (tensor)with M*=1TeV

• mDM = 1, 50, 100, 200, 400, 700, 1000, 1300

• Sensitive possibly as well to e.g.: H→inv decays (Wh, Zh)

5

Coupling Group Operator Operator Structure Coe�cient

Scalar quark D1 ��qq mq/M
3
⇤

Vector quark D5 ��µ�q�µq 1/M2
⇤

Tensor quark D9 ��µ⌫�q�µ⌫q 1/M2
⇤

Gluon D11 ��G G

µ⌫ ↵ /4M3

Coupling Group Operator Operator Structure Coe�cient

Scalar quark C1 �†�qq mq/M
2
⇤

Vector quark C3 �†@ �q�µq 1/M2
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Selection

• Jets boosted, reconstructed as single large 
radius jet

• Using ‘Cambridge-Aachen’ algorithm for jet 
reconstruction

- pT>250 GeV, |η|<1.2

- 50 GeV < Mjets< 120 GeV

- √(y)<0.4, where √(y)<min(pT
1, pT

2) ΔR1,2 / Mjets

(balancing of  two leading subjets)

6

• Further selections:

- <=1 anti-kT 0.4 jet with pT>40, 
|η|<4.5

- separated from large radius jet 
and ET

miss

- Signal Regions:
ET

miss> 350, 500 GeV
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Background Selection

• MC simulations: 

- ttbar 

- single top 

- diboson 

• Top-CR region:

- 1 b-tag, 2 narrow jet, 1 large jet

7

• Dominant bkgd:
Z(vv)+jets, W(lv)+jets and Z(ll)+jets

• Data-driven method

- muon: signal selection + μ

top-CR
W+

t

b

𝓵/q

v/q

W
𝓵 

v

muon-CR
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Control Regions

• W-CR: 250 < ET
miss < 350 GeV 

• Z-CR: 2μ, ET
miss > 350 GeV 

• Good agreement in all validation regions
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W
𝓵 

v

Z/γ*
𝓵/v

𝓵/v

W/Z boson
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Event yield

• W/Z+jets dominant (85%)

- QCD negligible in hadronic W/Z selection

• Uncertainties dominated by limited CR statistics

9

PDF with the AUET2 [39] tune, interfaced to HERWIG6.520 [40] and JIMMY4.31 [41] for the sim-
ulation of underlying events, is used for the productions of tt̄ and single-top processes, both s-channel
and Wt production. The single-top t-channel process is generated with ACERMC3.8 [42] interfaced
to PYTHIA8.1 [43], using the CTEQ6L1 [44] PDF with the AUET2B [39] tune. The diboson (ZZ,
WZ and WW) samples are produced using the HERWIG6.520 generator with the CTEQ6L1 PDF and
AUET2 [39] tune.

Background contributions from multi-jet production in which large E

miss
T is due to mismeasured jet

energies are estimated by extrapolating from a sample of events with two jets and found to be negligi-
ble [9].

Samples of simulated pp ! W��̄ and pp ! Z��̄ are generated using MADGRAPH5 [45], with
showering and hadronization modeled by PYTHIA8.1 using AU2 [39] tune and CT10 PDF, including b-
quarks in the initial state. E↵ective field theory operators (following the definitions of Ref. [20]) C1, D1,
D5 and D9 are treated as representative of the full set of operators, where the D5 events are generated
for both constructive (C(u) = �C(d)) and destructive (C(u) = C(d)) interference cases. In each case,
m� = 1, 50, 100, 200, 400, 700, 1000 and 1300 GeV are used.

The dominant sources of systematic uncertainty are due to the limited number of events in the control
region, theoretical uncertainties in the simulated samples used for extrapolation, and uncertainties in the
large-radius jet calibration and resolution [28]. Additional minor uncertainties are due to levels of initial-
state and final-state radiation, parton distribution functions, lepton e�ciency and momentum resolution.

The data and total predicted background in the two signal regions are shown in Table 1 and Fig. 3.
The data agree well with the background estimate for both E

miss
T thresholds. Exclusion limits at 90%

confidence level (CL) are set on the dark matter signals using the predicted shape of the mjet distribution
and the CLs method [46], calculated with toy simulated experiments in which the systematic uncertainties
have been integrated out. Fig. 4 shows the exlusion regions in the M⇤ vs m� plane for various operators.

Table 1: Data and estimated background yields in the two signal regions. Uncertainties include statistical
and systematic contributions.

Process E

miss
T > 350 GeV E

miss
T > 500 GeV

Z ! ⌫⌫̄ 400+39
�34 54+8

�10
W ! `±⌫, Z ! `±`⌥ 210+20

�18 22+4
�5

WW,WZ,ZZ 57+11
�8 9.1+1.3

�1.1
tt̄, single t 39+10

�4 3.7+1.7
�1.3

Total 710+48
�38 89+9

�12
Data 705 89

Limits on the dark matter–nucleon scattering cross sections are reported using the method of Ref. [20]
in Fig. 5 for both the spin-independent interaction model (C1, D1, D5) and the spin-dependent interac-
tion model (D9). See Ref. [20] for discussion of the regions of validity of the e↵ective field theory,
which becomes a poor approximation if the mass of the intermediate particle M is below p

W

T . The results
are compared with measurements from XENON100 [1], CDMS [2], CoGeNT [3], PICASSO [4], SIM-
PLE [5], IceCube [6] and COUPP [7]. This search for dark matter pair production in association with
a W or Z boson extends the limits on the dark matter–nucleon scattering cross section in the low mass
region m� < 10 GeV where these direct detection experiments have less sensitivity. The new limits from
this analysis are also compared to the limits set by ATLAS in the 7 TeV monojet analysis [9]. For the
spin independent case the limits are improved by about three orders of magnitude for the case where the
up-type and down-type couplings have opposite sign. For the other cases the limits are more similar.

In addition, limits are calculated on dark-matter W��̄ or Z��̄ production within two fiducial regions

4
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Results

Unfortunately no excess over SM found

10

low ETmiss high ETmiss
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Limits on Mediator
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Individual limits on Mediator Mass

cmpl scalar

scalar vector (destr)

vector (constr)

tensor
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Limits on WIMP-Nucleon xsec

• Converting into limits on WIMP-Nucleon scattering cross section

• Spin independent limits improve by three orders of  magnitude if  up/
down have opposite sign

12

spin-dependentspin-independent
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Limits on H→inv.

Limits on Higgs→inv

13
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Model independent limits

Model independent limits as function of  W-boson fraction

14

Fiducial regions: 

•W or Z pT>250GeV, |eta|<1.2, √y > 0.4

• pT(χχ) >350  GeV or 500 GeV

• Reco efficiency is 50%
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Conclusion

• First WIMP search using ‘mono-W/Z’

• In case of  constructive interference between up- and down 

quarks, the results set the strongest limits on M*

• There is no significant excess observed in these signal regions.

• Exclusion limits are extracted on mono-W and mono-Z signals.

• Please see ATLAS-CONF-2013-073 for details
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Backup
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Figure 4: Summary of observed limits on the e↵ective theory mass scale M⇤ at 90% CL for various
operators from combined single W/Z boson signals. M⇤ values below these lines are excluded.

defined at parton level: p

WorZ
T > 250 GeV, |⌘WorZ | < 1.2, two quarks with py > 0.4, p

��̄
T > 350 or

500 GeV. The upper limit on cross section times reconstruction e�ciency is 3 fb (1.5 fb) at 95% C.L. for
p

��̄
T > 350 (500 GeV). The reconstruction e�ciency for these events is 50±1%, with modest dependence

on the dark-matter production model.
In conclusion, this paper reports the first LHC limits on dark-matter production in events with a

hadronically decaying W or Z boson and large missing transverse momentum. In the case of constructive
intereference between up-type and down-type contributions, the results set the strongest limits on the
mass scale of M⇤ of the unknown mediating interaction.
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C/A Jets

18

Large-R Jet Reconstruction

• For highly boosted objects objects, decay 
products have narrow dR distribution

• To recover efficiency & resolution:

• Use a single large R Cambridge/Aachen jet 
encompassing all decay products

• Revert last step of clustering and look for 
two low mass, symmetric sub-jets

• Recluster constituents of sub-jets, keep 3 
hardest new sub-jets

• Process greatly improves jet mass 
measurement, QCD separation
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